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Season 6, Episode 12
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All the Right Moves



Joey follows Eddie to his family home where they face up to their true emotions and the obstacles they must overcome to be together. Back in Boston, Pacey is invited to an exclusive party where he receives a promotion and is recruited to be part of a special project but is tipped off that the project maybe not be ethical. Audrey returns from Los Angeles and is welcomed back into the band, but blows her chances by getting drunk just before taking the stage. (The WB)
Quest roles:
Roger Howarth(Professor Greg Hetson), Oliver Hudson(Eddie Doling), Dana Ashbrook(Rich Rinaldi), Mika Boorem(Harley Hetson), Sarah Shahi, Ray Wise


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 January 2003, 00:00
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